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Message for respondents

Question 1

The liturgies at Saint Thomas More support me on my journey toward a deeper relationship with my
God.
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Question 2

The Mass as celebrated at Saint Thomas More does promote my full, conscious, and active
participation.
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To myopic And two political

Especially during Covid. I would have been lost without Facebook live masses.

The pacing and much of the music are tedious.

The choir and school are beautiful and prayerful, but I also need community singing to feel that I am part of the
faithful. I'm a Vatican II Catholic.

Sometimes the liturgies seem rote.

I don’t love the musical selections but I love the homilies

Both Father Warren and Father RJ give thoughtful sermons with relevant topics concerning our present day world.
They challenge me to do better while also reminding me that God is ever loving and forgiving.

In comparison to many parishes in the Twin Cities St. Thomas More takes a much more radical stand in welcoming
everyone and being willing to take risks. The liturgies serve as a common meeting ground for the whole community
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Question 3

The overall structure of our Mass—the opening and closing processions, the proclamation of the
Word, the music and musicians, the environment, and other ritual components—draw me into the
Liturgy and enhance my ability to fully participate.
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Most hymns are not singable for the average person. Too many sung responses which could be spoken.

I wish as an ordinary person there were more songs that I am able to sing.

It is hard to say exactly right now because singing has been discouraged due to the pandemic, but before the
pandemic, I felt like there could be more opportunities for the congregation to sing-such as communion songs could
have music/words for the entire song, not just the antiphon. For a while, there was a lot of Latin chant which is
difficult for congregational participation but recently there has been less of that which is good as far as I'm
concerned. Originally, the 10:30 mass was supposed to be a combination of contemporary music as well as the
traditional hymns etc. At times, I have felt the balance was far more to the traditional hymns, but not always. The
4:30 mass seems particularly less geared to congregational singing, with the schola oftentimes leading the mass.

I don't really appreciate the music at the 10:30

There is encouragement to participate, but I do feel that there could be more call to bring us closer.

Father Warren & RJ are amazing people
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Question 4

The sermons and reflections at Mass break open the word of God more fully for me and challenge
me to live the Gospel in my daily life.
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music is beautiful, but very old school

Most often - yes, agree. There are times that I wish our music reflected a less liturgical and more popular tone. One
of my favorite masses, musically, was when Lucas had gospel, Gregorian and popular or something like that. It
seemed to reflect a broader swath. Love all that Lucas and team have done.

Too much! Way too formal! Too lengthy!

Mostly they are beautiful and draw me in -- I often feel like I'm at a performance though. I don't mind that some of the
time, but dislike it more than 60 percent of the service.

There are times when the mass seems more about pageantry than prayer. Less incense swinging, more singing
songs we can all sing together.

I prefer daily Mass and find the music at the 10:30 Mass distracting

Music can be slow and dirge like
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Question 5

The liturgical ministers (lectors, acolytes, musicians and singers, ushers, Eucharistic Ministers)
generally reflect the composition and demographics of our community.
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Also love hearing from Sister

Generally inspiring sermons but I am left with a hollow feeling when the gospel readings clearly make a connection
with today’s reality of abuse of Gods Creation and it is not pointed out. If the moral ethical lesson is not talked about
in the sermon , it feels like a loss. I am saddened by that.

Loved Sister Catherine’s opening reflections. Love having women preach. Love Warren and RJ’s approaches.

Again, I feel the sermons are myopic around a few topics and political in nature. I find myself having more negative
feelings toward Mas than I should which has caused me to not return

Thanks for carefully preparing. And for inviting women scholars to offer reflections.

Sometimes they are good or great; sometimes not.

For the most part that is true. Sometimes, if there are too many themes, I get lost and forget the main message by
the end. Six minutes is about perfect, with one main theme.
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Question 6

I find the Community of Saint Thomas More to be welcoming for all, regardless of where one is on
one’s faith journey.
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Would like to see more diversity but that depends upon who enrolls.

Well, define community. As it is or as we want it to be? As is - yes-ish. As we want it to be - not at all.

Not sure. Don’t know enough about parish demographics

There is a core group which controls participation. Requiring auditions and training—bow a certain way, pause for
specified lengths of time, etc. , not to mention the number of professional musicians— do not support broader
participation.

They do. I just wish our community was more diverse.

I guess I don't know what the demographics of the community are exactly, but I think more of the liturgical ministers
are in the "older" age bracket. Me being one of them, I'm not complaining (older) but I don't know if that is consistent
with the demographics of our community. It is always good to get young people involved in the liturgy (that's when I
started getting involved) but if leaders in the parish are asking for more young people to volunteer, it shouldn't sound
like St Thomas More doesn't want the "older people" to continue to be involved or they don't appreciate their
involvement.
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Question 7

My age:
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It has a most welcoming atmosphere. I think adding a social kitchen in the lower church would add enormously. I
think that lack has held back this parish for years. As the Eucharist is the heart upstairs, the kitchen would be
downstairs. I can’t believe we let it go by for so many years. That is not a credit to us older parishioners.

Our super power.

This is a wonderful, welcoming community.

Just getting back. It is summer, so perhaps more people will be coming back, but church seems sparsely attended. I
would appreciate more outreach for this coming back to the church.

If you’re not present at church for awhile you can feel “left out” - but it’s to be expected. Covid really made me feel
more plugged in with all the parish offerings, but the music during online mass was such a turn off. It took so long to
get thru mass. You don’t have to drag out the music and sing every stanza of every song! Also the music isn’t always
recognizable- why not bring back some of the recognizable music so people feel included? They can actually sing
from memory.  

People do appreciate getting some time back in their day too. There’s no need to extend mass if you’re doing well on
time In the professional world we always end meetings early if we get through our agenda
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Would you be willing to be part of a focus group to discuss these questions more fully? (If yes
please, click the link below.)
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